THIS IS YOUR MPP

AMY FEE
Progressive Conservative

In the next few days, the Ontario govern
ment will vote on Bill 47, a bill to take
away your workplace rights and reduce the
penalties for employers who break the law.
Unless we stop it, Bill 47 will cancel:
n $15 minimum wage
n Two paid sick days
n Equal pay for parttime & temp workers
doing the same job as fulltime or
directlyhired coworkers
n Fairer scheduling laws
n Laws that make it easier to join and
keep a union
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TELL YOUR MPP TO VOTE AGAINST BILL 47.
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No matter what they say, Ontario’s economy is thriving
with a higher minimum wage. In 2018 alone Ontario has
gained 103,000 new jobs. Higher wages mean people
have more money to spend at local businesses.
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You can visit her at her office. You can phone her. You can email her.
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Go to her office:
Unit 4
4281 King St. E
Kitchener, ON N2P 2E9
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Send her an email by going to
myrights.ca/email
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Your MPP, Amy Fee, is listening to big
business and the Ontario chamber of
commerce, and is planning to vote
against workers’ rights, unless we
stop her.
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Tell your MPP to DO THE RIGHT THING and vote AGAINST Bill 47.
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n Tell her that you are an Ontario voter.
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n Tell her you support the $15 minimum wage and
ALL new decent work laws.
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n Tell her your reasons for wanting to keep all these laws
(two paid sick days, equal pay for equal work, ten personal
emergency leave days, two of which are paid, fairer scheduling,
making it easier to join and keep a union).
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For more information on how Bill 47
will affect you and your family,
text “MYRIGHTS” to 647-496-5602
or go to 15andfairness.org.
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If you have questions,
call 416-441-2731.
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#withdrawBill47 #handsoff #decentwork #15andfairness
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